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We report on two types of electrodes that enable the integration of optoelectronic tweezers (OETs) with multilayer
poly(dimethylsilane)- (PDMS-) based microfluidic devices. Both types of electrodes, Au-mesh and single-walled carbon nanotube-
(SWNT-) embedded PDMS thin film, are optically transparent, electrically conductive, and can be mechanically deformed and
provide interfaces to form strong covalent bonding between an OET device and PDMS through standard oxygen plasma treatment.
Au-mesh electrodes provide high electrical conductivity and high transparency but are lack of flexibility and allow only small
deformation. On the other hand, SWNT-embedded PDMS thin film electrodes provide not only electrical conductivity but also
optical transparency and can undergo large mechanical deformation repeatedly without failure. This enables, for the first time,
microfluidic integrated OET with on-chip valve and pump functions, which is a critical step for OET-based platforms to conduct
more complex and multistep biological and biochemical analyses.

1. Introduction

Optoelectronic tweezers (OETs) demonstrated by Chiou
et al. in 2005 have promised a platform for high-throughput
single cell manipulation and analysis [1, 2]. The principle of
manipulating microscale objects and cells on an OET plat-
form is based on light-patterned virtual electrodes and the
induced dielectrophoretic (DEP) forces [1]. Types of objects
that have been manipulated using OET are versatile, includ-
ing polystyrene beads [1, 2], semiconductor microdisks [3],
nanowires [4], DNA molecules [5], proteins [6], sperm
[7], and bacteria and mammalian cells [1, 2, 8–10]. Recent
development of OET technologies also broadened the type
of media in which OET can operate. Phototransistor OET
enabled OET to function in regular physiological buffers
with high electrical conductivity (1.5 S/m) [11]. Floating
electrode OET enabled the manipulation of aqueous droplets
in electrically insulating media such as oils and air [12,
13]. OET can also be integrated with digital microfluidic
platform for manipulating objects carried in droplets [13,
14]. A universal platform successfully integrating OET and

optoelectrowetting (OEW) further allows optical manipu-
lation of objects and droplets on the same featureless OET
device [15]. Integration of OET with continuous phase
microfluidic devices has also been realized [16, 17]. However,
the integration is currently limited to simple microfluidic
channels without other functional components such as valves
and pumps due to the rigid and brittle property of ITO
electrodes. This has limited OET’s potentials for performing
complex protocols.

To realize microfluidic integrated OET with more
functions, here, we demonstrate two types of enabling
electrodes, Au-mesh electrode and SWNT-embedded thin
film electrode, that allow integrating OET with multilayer
PDMS-based microfluidic devices that can provide on-
chip valve and pump function through deformable thin
PDMS membranes. PDMS is widely used in fabricating
microfluidic devices due to its elastic mechanical prop-
erty, gas permeability, and simple fabrication process [18–
24]. Thousands of membrane valves and pumps can be
integrated on the same chip to conduct complex and
multistep biochemical analysis and synthesis protocols. OET
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Figure 1: (a) Schematic of a microfluidic integrated OET device. (b) Devices using an Au-mesh electrode or (c) an SWNT-embedded PDMS
thin film electrode as the top channel surface and the deformable check valve.

and PDMS microfluidic devices provide complementary
functions. OET is a powerful tool enabling massively parallel
single cell manipulation with light but not effective in
manipulating fluid. On the other hand, PMDS microfluidic
device is effective in controlling the delivery of fluid but
ineffective in manipulating particles or cells carried by the
fluid. Integration of OET with PDMS microfluidic devices
promises a platform for high throughput and parallel control
not only complex microfluidic circuitry but also individual
cells carried by fluid.

Several requirements need to be satisfied to realize
such integration. First, the electrode needs to be optically
transparent to allow optical imaging and diagnostics. This is
important since the amorphous silicon used in OET strongly
absorbs visible lights with wavelength shorter than 632 nm
(red). Fluorescence excitation and observation through the
amorphous silicon side is difficult and has to come from the
transparent electrode side. Second, the electrode needs to be
electrically conductive after deposited on the elastic PDMS
surface. ITO electrodes usually crack after deposition on
PDMS and cannot conduct current. Third, the PDMS device
needs to provide an interface after electrode coating that can
form strong bonding with the OET surface to provide good
sealing and prevent liquid leakage during manipulation.

This paper shows the fabrication process, theory, OET
manipulation performance, and limitations of Au-mesh and
SWNT-embedded PDMS thin film electrodes.

2. Device Structures of Microfluidic
Integrated OET

The schematic of a microfluidic integrated OET consisting
of an upper PDMS microfluidic channel and a bottom
photoconductive OET surface is illustrated in Figure 1(a).
Unlike a conventional OET device in which a fluid chamber
is formed between an ITO electrode and a photoconduc-
tive substrate, the proposed multilayer PDMS microfluidic
integrated OET can have two or more layers of channels.
The bottom channel contains aqueous solutions carrying
biological cells or particles and the top channel is used to
control the membrane valve formed at the region where the
top and bottom channels intersect. This elastic membrane
works as a mechanical valve that can be controlled by
pneumatic pressure to close the bottom channel and stop the
fluid flow. A peristaltic pump can be achieved by actuating
three valves along a channel in series.
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The OET surface comprises of multiple layers including
an ITO, a 50-nm n+ hydrogenated amorphous silicon (a-
Si:H), a 1-μm undoped a-Si:H, and a 100-nm silicon dioxide.
The layer of silicon dioxide is deposited for bonding with
PDMS. The Au-mesh electrode (Figure 1(b)) or the SWNT-
embedded PDMS thin film (Figure 1(c)) is fabricated on the
top surface of the bottom PDMS channel.

3. Au-Mesh Electrode

An Au-mesh electrode is formed by two-perpendicular
periodic Au/Ti stripes coated on the top surface of a PDMS
channel by directional e-beam evaporation through shadow
masks (Figure 1(b)). Au-mesh electrodes provide high elec-
trical conductivity in the same order of magnitude as regular
metal electrodes. The empty regions between wires control
its optical transparency. Since Au covers only a small area
on an Au-mesh electrode, strong bonding between PDMS
and the OET can be formed through plasma treatment to
provide tight sealing during fluid delivery. Figure 2 shows the
fabrication process of Au-mesh electrodes. A shadow mask
with an array of strips is used to create periodic metal strips
through e-beam deposition on the top surface of a PDMS
channel. The fabrication process of the shadow mask starts
from a commercial 100 μm thick silicon wafer. A thin layer
of PECVD oxide was deposited on the wafer as an etch mask
for deep reactive-ion etching (DRIE). A strip pattern with a
line width of 5-μm and a spacing of 50-μm was patterned
on the etch mask by standard photolithography. The PDMS
microfluidic channels and chambers are fabricated through
standard soft lithography processes. After peeling off the
PDMS structures from the mold, the periodic electrodes
formed by 1 nm Ti and 100 nm Au stripes are deposited by e-
beam evaporation on the PDMS surface through the shadow
mask twice. In the second deposition, the shadow mask was
rotated by 90 degrees.

Figure 3 shows both the bright and fluorescence images
of 10-μm fluorescent particles positioned 100 μm under-
neath an Au-mesh electrode. The particles can be clearly
observed under a 10x and a 50x objective lens even for
particles positioned right underneath Au wires. Since Au-
mesh and particles are not at the same focal plane, the Au-
mesh image blurs out when the imaging plane is on the OET
surface. It can be expected that the larger the separation gap
between OET and the electrode, the larger the blurring. Also,
the higher the magnification of the objective lens is, the less
is the shadowing effect. Furthermore, decreasing the width of
Au wires can further reduce the shadow effect of Au-mesh.

To verify the performance of OET manipulation using
an Au-mesh electrode, an HeNe laser was used as the light
source to induce a virtual electrode on the photoconductive
surface. Nalm 6 cells were first suspended in an isotonic
buffer and then flowed into the microchannels using a
syringe pump. After a light beam turned on a virtual
electrode, Nalm 6 cells experiencing positive DEP forces are
observed to move toward the light spot as shown in Figures
4(a) and 4(b). To evaluate the DEP forces, we can translate
the velocity of Nalm 6 cell into DEP force by Stock’s formula,
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Figure 2: (a) A master mold fabricated by SU-8 is used to define the
PDMS microfluidic channels. (b) Evaporating through a shadow
mask placed near the PDMS enables the fabrication of patterned
Au/Ti wires on the upper surface of channels. (c) Covalent bonding
is formed between the Au/Ti-mesh PDMS and the OET chip after
oxygen plasma treatment on the bonding surfaces.

VDEP = (FDEP + Ffriction)/6πηR, where η is the viscosity of
the media, R is the radius of the cells, and the Ffriction is the
friction force between cells and the OET surfaces. Based on
our experimental observation and ignoring the fiction forces,
the speed was found to be 14 μm/sec giving a force of 1.3 pN.

One potential drawback of Au-mesh electrode is the
highly nonuniform electric field near Au wires. If cells or
particles are near these wires, strong DEP forces will be
induced on them. This effect turns out to be not severe when
particles or cells are manipulated near the OET surface since
this highly nonuniform field decreases rapidly away from the
wires. This property allows Au-mesh OET to manipulate cells
or particles near the photoconductive surface smoothly as
a continuous electrode. This can be confirmed by the finite
element method (FEM) simulation showing the electric-field
distribution induced by a light beam on an Au-mesh OET
device as shown in Figure 5(a). The geometry parameters
used in simulation are based on real device dimensions.
The width of Au-wire electrodes is 5 μm and the spacing is
50 μm. A 50-μm high chamber is filled with medium having
a conductivity of 0.01 S/m. The photoconductivity of a-Si:H
is assumed to follow the Gaussian distribution profile with a
peak conductivity of 0.1 S/m and an FWHM spot diameter
of 16.6 μm. The nonuniform electric field induced by Au-
mesh is limited to regions close to the top surface (shown in
the 47.2 μm curve in Figure 5(b)) and quickly decays in the
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Figure 3: (a, b) Bright-field images and (c, d) fluorescent images of 10-μm particles underneath an Au-mesh electrode. The gap spacing
between the electrode and the OET surface where the particles sit is 100 μm. The arrows point to the particles below Au wires.
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Figure 4: (a, b) A Nalm 6 cell trapped by a light spot (the dish circle) is transported in a microfluidic channel. (c, d) Transport of a single
Nalm 6 cell trapped by OET in multilayer PDMS channels. The region between two black lines is a control channel above the flowing channel
where the cells are.
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Figure 5: (a) Finite element simulation of the electric field pattern
in the liquid layer when a 16.6 μm wide light beam illuminates the
photoconductive layer. (b) The electric field distribution at different
heights above the photoconductive layer.

vertical direction. At regions near the OET surface, Au-mesh-
induced field gradient is negligible compared to that induced
by the light beam (1.8 μm and 7.5 μm curves in Figure 5(b)).

Although Au-mesh electrodes provide high electrical
conductivity and high optical transparency, there are several
drawbacks. First, there is a trade-off between the height of
channels and the density of Au-mesh since the electrode is
discrete. The nonuniform electric field induced near Au wires
will affect OET manipulation when the height of channels
becomes small. Increasing the channel height or reducing
the spacing between Au wires can help reducing this effect.
Another limitation comes from the fact that metallic films,
despite more deformable than ITO, tend to peel off from
PDMS surface after large deformation which also creates
cracks. As a result, Au-mesh electrodes can only undergo
large mechanical deformation once before failure. In Figures
4(c) and 4(d), a Nalm 6 cell was transported across a
deformable PDMS membrane valve coated with Au-mesh
electrode. This Au-mesh electrode failed after the PDMS
membrane valve was pushed down to close the flow channel.

4. SWNT-Embedded PDMS Thin Film Electrode

Motivated by the cracking issue of Au-mesh electrodes, we
investigate SWNT-embedded PDMS thin film electrodes to

solve this problem. SWNTs exhibit high electrical conduc-
tivity. Films made by randomly distributed SWNT have
shown potentials for flexible electronics [25]. SWNT thin
films with thickness in the range of 10–100 nm can have
low sheet resistance and high optical transparency as well
as robust mechanical flexibility [26]. SWNT thin films have
been demonstrated in devices including solar cells [27],
thin film transistors [28], light emitting diodes [29], and
electrowetting [30]. Recent researches suggested that the
electrical stability and mechanical robustness of SWNT films
could be improved by embedding SWNT thin film into
polymers [31–33]. Devices made by SWNT films within
polymer membranes also show promising potentials for
applications on microfluidic platforms [34].

Here, we demonstrate microfluidic integrated OET using
SWNT-embedded PDMS thin film electrode as shown in
Figure 1(c). This electrode is continuous, optically transpar-
ent, and electrically conductive and has robust mechanical
flexibility allowing large deformation without failure.

The fabrication process of SWNT embedded PDMS thin
film is illustrated Figure 6. The vacuum filtration method is
used to get uniform SWNT thin films [35]. The suspension
of SWNT is filtered through a filtration membrane to form
a thin layer of SWNT network. The highly dense SWNT
suspension was made by high purity (>90%) arc discharge
nanotubes from Carbon Solutions, Inc. SWNTs were dis-
solved in 1 wt% sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) solution
to prepare solution-based SWNT. This highly concentrated
SWNT suspension was ultrasonically agitated using a probe
sonicator for ∼10 minutes. To remove the carbon particles
and impurities, the suspension was centrifuged at 14000 rpm
for 30 minutes. A porous anodic aluminum oxide (AAO)
filter (Anodisc 47, Whatman Inc.) was used in vacuum
filtration. The suspension flows through the pores and leaves
a thin film of an SWNT network on the surface of the
AAO filter. The concentration and the volume of the flow
suspension can control the density of SWNT network.

A PDMS stamp is then used to transfer the SWNT
thin film from the filtration membrane [36]. To fabricate
the PDMS stamp, a master mold was made by using
standard photolithography using a negative photoresist (SU-
8 2025, MicroChem corporation) on a silicon wafer. Poly-
dimethylsiloxance (Sylgard 184, Dow Corning) with a ratio
of 10 base: 1 curing agent was poured onto the master
mold and cured at 65◦C for 4 hours. A PDMS stamp
with a pattern of microfluidic channels could be peeled
off from the Si wafer. Before the stamp contacts the
filtration membrane, it was treated by trichloro(1H, 1H, 2H,
2H-perfluorooctyl)silane (Sigam-Aldrich, Inc.), a chemical
release agent that lowers the adhesive forces between the
PDMS stamp and the SWNT thin film [37]. The treated
PDMS stamp was then pressed in contact with the SWNT
network on the AAO filter paper (Figure 6(a)). After the
PDMS stamp is removed, the SWNT network is transferred
onto the extruding surface of the PDMS stamp. This PDMS
stamp with an SWNT thin film was then used as the mold for
casting microfluidic channels.

To cast the microfluidic channels, an uncured PDMS
precursor at the ratio of 10 base: 1 curing agent was poured
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Figure 6: The fabrication process of embedding a thin layer SWNT
network in a multiplayer PDMS microfluidic structure.

onto the PDMS stamp and baked in an oven. The uncured
gel-like PDMS precursor infiltrates the vacant regions in
the SWNT network during the curing process. The cured
microfluidic channels were then be peeled off from the mold
with an SWNT thin film embedded near the top surface of
channels. This fabrication technique can be used to embed
SWNT thin film on multilayer PDMS microfluidic devices.
To achieve that, the uncured PDMS precursor at a ratio of
20 base: 1 curing agent was spin-coated on the PDMS stamp
to create a thin membrane (Figure 6(b)). A top thick PDMS
layer made with a ratio of 5 base: 1 curing agent is pressed
to contact the thin PDMS layer. These two layers are bonded
after cured (Figure 6(c)). The cured PDMS with a top control
channel and a thin film SWNT embedded bottom PDMS
channel can be peeled off from the first PDMS stamp as
shown in Figure 6(d). This multilayer PDMS channel with
an embedded SWNT thin film electrode on the top surface
of bottom channels including the membrane valve locations
was then bonded with an OET device through oxygen plasma
treatment.

In our fabrication process, the PDMS stamp is used as
the mold for not only casting other microfluidic channels
but also transferring an SWNT thin film to the top surface
of a channel. This fabrication process is compatible with
the standard soft lithography process. Figure 7(a) shows the
microscopic image of the SWNT electrode embedded in
a multiplayer PDMS microfluidic device. Since the SWNT
electrode exists only on the top surface of the flow channels,
this promises a clean surface for forming strong covalent
bonding between PDMS and silicon dioxide surface of an
OET device. Figure 7(b) shows the SEM image of a thin film
SWNT embedded into the cured PDMS matrix. Embedded
SWNT networks can provide better electrical stability and
mechanical robustness.

To examine the optical transparency of SWNT electrodes,
10-μm fluorescent particles were pumped into an SWNT
OET device. Figures 7(c) and 7(d) are the bright field
and the fluorescence images of 10-μm fluorescent particles
underneath an SWNT electrode. Three particles highlighted
with arrows are located in the membrane valve location
where two layers of PDMS channels cross. The relation
between the measured sheet resistance and the optical
transmittance at 632 nm is plotted in Figure 7(e). The optical
transparency and electrical conductivity of SWNT electrodes
are highly dependent on the carbon nanotube purity, tube
length, and dispersion quality of the films. The transparency
and the sheet resistance can be controlled by the thickness of
SWNT films, which can be adjusted by the amount of SWNT
in the dispersion solution. Experimental results have shown
a linear relationship between sheet resistance and optical
transparency. The electrodes with sheet resistance from∼350
to ∼550 ohm per square have from 55 to 80% optical
transparency measured at 632 nm. In an SWNT OET device,
all the flow channels (top layer) and the control channels
(bottom layer) are 300-μm wide, so the area of the valve
was 300 μm × 300 μm, and the height of bottom channel
was 18 μm. The valve could be pushed down to completely
close the bottom flow channel by applying a pressure in the
top channel. Figure 7(f) shows a series of pictures of valve
function. The dye solution was pumped into an SWNT OET
device by a constant pressure of 1.5 psi. The white arrows
are the flow directions of dye solution. First, a pressure of
25 psi was applied into the top channel in the right-hand side,
the PDMS membranes deformed, and the dye solution was
stopped by the two closed valves. The dye solution moved
when the two valves were open and the valve in left-hand
side was close. After the dye solution was filled in the entire
flow channel, the color change in the valve region indicates
the closing of the valves. The electrical resistance of the
SWNT electrode increased when the valve deformed. After
releasing the pressure, the resistance decreased back to its
original value before deformation. The SWNT-embedded
PDMS thin film electrode is capable of reproducing their
electrical conductivity for strain up to 40%.

In the experimental setup, a DMD-based projector with
its projection lens and color filters being removed is used as
the light source for generating dynamic optical images. These
images are projected onto the photoconductive layer by a
4x objective lens. The microfluidic integrated OET device
was positioned on an inverted microscope. An ac bias of
100 kHz, 10 Vpp is applied to the SWNT electrode in the
PDMS channel and the ITO electrode on the OET device.
Figures 8(a) and 8(b) are the snapshots of images showing a
10-μm particle being transported across a deformable PDMS
membrane valve by dynamic light images.

The performance of OET manipulation using an SWNT
embedded PDMS thin film electrode has been compared
with a regular ITO electrode. An HeNe laser which was
set on an up-right microscope was used as the light source
to trigger virtual electrodes. Therefore, the incident laser
light is from the bottom side of the photoconductive layers,
avoiding the optical transmittance difference between two
top electrodes (ITO and SWNT). 10-μm particles were
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Figure 7: (a) A microscopic image of SWNT-embedded valves and channels in multilayer PDMS microfluidic structures. The channel is
bonded on an OET chip. (b) A SEM image of SWNT network embedded in the surface of PDMS. (c, d) Bright field and fluorescence image
of 10 μm fluorescence particles underneath an SWNT electrode. (e) Measured sheet resistance of SWNT-embedded PDMS electrodes and
its relation with optical transmittance at 632 nm. (f) A series of pictures showing the valve function by deforming the SWNT membrane
electrode. The white arrows are the flow directions of the dye solution in the flow channels. The black arrows show the pressure sources to
deform the membranes. The dye solution can be stopped by pushing down the membrane. The scale bars are 600 μm.
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Figure 8: (a, b) Transport of a 10-μm particle by light across a membrane valve on an OET-integrated multilayer PDMS device. The scale
bars are 150 μm. (c) Comparison of particle moving speed in OET using ITO electrode and SWNT-embedded PDMS electrode. The light
intensity is 1.5 W/cm2 and the applied frequency is 100 kHz.

diluted in KCl solution of 0.07 mS/cm and injected into a
liquid chamber which was formed by an ITO electrode or an
SWNT electrode. The tests were under the application of an
ac bias with different voltage but in the same liquid chamber
and at the same frequency, 100 kHz. Figure 8(c) shows the
average velocities of 10-μm particles under different voltages.
The SWNT electrodes behave like regular ITO electrodes
under these operation conditions. The particle transport
speed using the SWNT electrode is similar to a regular ITO
electrode. We can estimate that the DEP forces in both
electrodes are almost the same.

5. Conclusion

We have successfully demonstrated two types of enabling
electrodes that permit OET devices to integrate with mul-
tilayer PDMS microfluidic devices with on-chip valve and
pump functions for conducting multistep and complex
biological diagnostic protocols. Au-mesh electrodes provide
high electrical conductivity and high optical transparency
but lack of robust mechanical flexibility. Au-mesh elec-
trode cracks after large mechanical deformation. SWNT-
embedded PDMS thin film electrode solves this cracking

issue and also provides required electrical conductivity
and optical transparency for effective OET operation in a
microfluidic integrated OET device. Sheet resistance of 350∼
550 ohm/square can be obtained with optical transparency
of 55% to 80%. The SWNT-embedded PDMS thin film
electrode has robust mechanical flexibility, can tolerate a
maximum strain of 40%, and can be used as a membrane
valve to completely close a flow channel repeatedly without
losing its electrical conductivity property.
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